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GET MORE DETAILS

GUAMARC
TT100

GET MORE DETAILS

Waterproofing liquid membrane
for outdoor use.
One-component colored sheath waterproofing for outdoor.
Practical use, ready to be used, it creates a continuous and
waterproofing membrane, resistant to UV, atmospheric agents
and stagnant water. Excellent adhesion, high elasticity, able to resist
to any expansion of the substrate, it is suitable for horizontal surfaces,
inclined or vertical such as flat roofs, old bituminous surfaces,
terraces, balconies and cornices.
Indicative spreading rate: 1.3-1.5 kg/sq.m on concrete - 0.8-1 kg/sq.m on bituminous surfaces.
No. of coats: 1.
Tools: brush, long-hair roller, airless.
Dilution: ready to use.
Available: 0019 white, 0449 red ref. Shade 121R, 0428 grey ref. Shade 159B.
Pack: 4 e 14 liters.

Renovate and protect with GUAMARC TT100,
water-based product formulated for practical
and easy maintenance of concrete roofs
and terraces, fibered cement, bituminous
membrane, cementitious screeds.

Speciality Range

PATINA

GET MORE DETAILS

Water based decorative wax for lime based
mineral decorative finishes for interiors.
It reinterprets the decorative choices by adding a distinctive sign:
higher brightness and soft pearliness depending on the color applied.
It enhances the decoration and provides a slight superficial
water-repellency. Easy to apply, ready to use, fast drying, suitable for
manual or mechanical polishing.
Indicative spreading rate: it may vary, 20 sq.m/l approx.
No. of coats: 1.
Tools: steel trowel and woolen cloth or fabric.
Dilution: ready to use.
Available: 0001 neutral; 0070 silver; 0150 bronze; 0190 gold.
Pack: 1 liter.

Speciality for decorative
Tuttorestauro Range

GET MORE DETAILS

Decorative protective for indoor use.
It realizes surfaces properly decorated and protected and improves
resistance to everyday practices, cleaning and washing. Low dirt
retention, it reduces the formation of mold and algae. Ideal for
bathrooms and kitchens.
Indicative spreading rate: max 15 sq.m/l per coat.
No. of coats: 1-2.
Tools: brush, woolen cloth or fabric.
Dilution: ready to use.
Available: 0001 neutral.
Pack: 1 liter.

It may be applied on: synthetic and mineral
decorative finishes, water-based wall paints,
natural stone, limestone, marble, natural stone
or reconstructed, brick and concrete beams.

Speciality for decorative
Dettagli D’Arte Range

MARCOPOLO
LUXURY

GET MORE DETAILS

Decorative finish for indoor use.
Refined metallic thin texture.
MARCOPOLO LUXURY realizes prestigious surfaces with an
extraordinary thin metallic effect, for pleasant and charming
environments both classic and by a modern design. With a great ease
of application can be obtained many aesthetic effects, plays of light
and reflections able to satisfy any aesthetic requirement.
Indicative spreading rate: 4-6 sq.m/l.
No. of coats: 1.
Tools: brush, sponge.
Dilution: ready to use; 5% max with water.
Available: silver, aluminium and gold.
Pack: 1 and 4 liters.

The products MARCOPOLO are distinguished by
the speed and the ease of the application phases:
MARCOPOLO LUXURY realizes various decorative
solutions according to the color combinations
and the skill of the decorator.
MARCOPOLO LUXURY was born to unleash
creativity, for an extra touch of brilliance
and elegance.

Dettagli D’Arte Range

MARCONOL
ORIENTALITE
RAPID

GET MORE DETAILS

Thixotropic base coat fast drying for wood.
MARCONOL ORIENTALITE RAPID realizes perfect homogeneous
surfaces, ideal for quality finishes. Excellent filling power, easy to
apply and with good expansion. Easy to sand, it provides a solid
anchor to the finishing product. Anti-drip properties, it facilitates the
application overhead (ceiling, beams) or in difficult positions.
Indicative spreading rate: 6-8 sq.m/l per coat.
No. of coats: 1-2.
Tools: brush, roller.
Dilution: ready to use.
Available: 0019 white.
Pack: 1 and 2.5 liters.

Marconol Range: reliable technical solution for the
protection and decoration of wood with products
featuring performances of high aesthetic level.
Easy and fast application.

Marconol Range

MARCOFIX

GET MORE DETAILS

Solvent-based pigmented wall fixative
for outdoor.
Covering insulator suitable for the impregnation and consolidation of
outdoor wall surfaces, which can be colored by tinting machine.
Ideal to realize works in intense shades.
Threefold function:
- Insulating power
- Consolidating action
- Better coverage
Indicative spreading rate: 9-11 sq.m/l.
No. of coats: 1.
Tools: brush, roller and spray.
Dilution: 20-50%.
Available: 0001 white.
Pack: 4 and 16 liters.

Easy to apply, it penetrates and consolidates
providing coverage and matt appearance
MARCOFIX is the professional solution to quickly
realize thickness coatings and tinted paints, even
in intense shades.

Fixatives Range

ACRISYL
FONDO FINITURA

GET MORE DETAILS

Acrylic-siloxanic outdoor leveling filler
finishing anti-mold and anti-algae.
High filling power, it realizes in two coats homogeneous
aesthetic finishes also on surfaces with imperfections, patches or on
surfaces where previously have been removed old coatings or paints.
Good water repellency and vapor permeability, it preserves the
formation of mold and algae.
Indicative spreading rate: 5-7 sq.m/l per coat.
No. of coats: 2.
Tools: brush, roller.
Dilution: 20-30% with water.
Available: 0019 white, 0062 transparent base.
Pack: 1 and 15 liters.

The composition based on high technology resins allows to realize
the finish in two coats also on surfaces with imperfections.

The paints that features at the same time
properties of base coat and finishing product.

Acrisyl System

